
Our residential landscaping philosophy is intentionally dual-
focused. First, we collaborate with you to create thriving 
exteriors that reflect your unique needs, personalities, and 
tastes. Then, we completely and seamlessly take care of it so 
you don’t have to.

Residential LANDSCAPING

Unlike a home exterior, which should reflect a personal unique 

and form combine in a balanced embrace to deliver smart flow and 
visual appeal. Oasis understands these dynamics and brings them to 
bear in our full-service commercial maintenance program.

LANDSCAPE DESIGN
LANDSCAPE INSTALLATION
LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE
IRRIGATION SERVICE
OUTDOOR LIVING AREAS
SEASONAL COLOR BEDS

PATIOS & DECKS
OUTDOOR KITCHENS
FIREPLACES & FIREPITS
DRAINAGE SOLUTIONS
RETAINING WALLS 
AND MORE!

Commercial LANDSCAPING

SERVICES include:
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Founded in 1989 as an irrigation company, Oasis 
Landscapes & Irrigation has been serving metro 
Atlanta for over thirty years. While we may have 
evolved into one of the Southeast’s premiere design-
build landscaping firms, we haven’t forgotten our 
beginnings. Oasis is still meeting our clients’ lawncare 
needs – from drainage issues, irrigation, and seasonal 
color to turf maintenance – with care and dedication.

About Oasis Landscapes & Irrigation

INSPIRED LANDSCAPES. LASTING IMPRESSIONS.



Oasis Landscapes & Irrigation caters to both residential and 
commercial clients in metro Atlanta. The ideal residential referral is 
the homeowner interested in creating high-end outdoor living areas 

to maximize their quality of life. For commercial projects, we are 
looking for facility managers who are charged with hiring vendors for 

the properties they oversee. 

Ideal Customer REFERRALS  

landscaping teams, have been great to work 
with. We had a fire pit built in our backyard 
and they perform our routine yard 
maintenance and install seasonal flower 
beds. Recommend without hesitation!

-Crystal S.

We have received so many compliments on 
the way the grounds look since switching 
to Oasis. Salvador and his crew have been 
wonderful and are always so professional 
and kind. The care that they take with our 
property really makes us feel appreciated 
as customers.

-Lynn N.

After many years we have finally found 
our perfect landscape company.  Ross 
and his team have been a pleasure to work 
with.  The installation was flawless and the 
ongoing maintenance crews are wonderful. 
I can’t recommend them enough!

-Scott T.

We engaged Oasis last year for our HOA 
community and have been very satisfied 
with the results. Sam and the crew are 
always pleasant and cooperative and 
continue to improve our community.

-Carol D.

REACH OUT TO KEVIN PAULEN. 
KEVIN@OASISLANDSCAPE.COM

770.527.7742

One hour of consultation with one of our  
landscape designers at no charge!

BCN Member Offer

Businesses partnerships that would be mutually beneficial for Oasis 
Landscapes & Irrigation include home builders and remodelers, along 
with other outdoor design/build contractors such as pool companies 

and professional fencing installation services. 

STRATEGIC BUSINESS PARTNERS 

WHAT OUR Clients 
ARE SAYING


